INTRODUCTION
Primary decomposition is a venerable tool in commutative algebra; indeed, Emmy Noether studied rings with the ascending chain condition on ideals because primary decomposition was available there [9 J. Though many results for which it was once used are now proved by other means, primary decomposition itself is still finding new applications [ 15, 161 , and provides an often informative representation of ideals [2] . In this paper we study the class of rings (always commutative with unity) in which primary decomposition holds, and related classes. Recall:
DEFINITION.
Let M be a finitely generated module over a ring R.
(1) A submodule N is primary if, for any r in R and m in M whose product rm is in N, either m E N or some power rk of r satisfies rkM G N. It is strongly primary if, in addition, the radical P = fl= {r E R : rkM L N for some k} has a power Pk which satisfies PkM E N.
(2) M is a (strongly) Laskerian module if every submodule of M is an intersection of a finite number of (strongly) primary submodules. = {r E R: rm E N for some m E M\N} of zero divisors on M/N in R is the union of a finite number of prime ideals in R.
Of course, a ring is Laskerian, or strongly Laskerian, or ZD, if it has the property as a module over itself. In Section 2 we prove the ascent of these properties in certain ring extensions; in particular, finite integral extensions.
For this purpose we use a new restatement of Bourbaki's conditions for a Laskerian ring [4, IV, Sect. 2, Exercise 231. Section 3 proves some properties of Laskerian rings, which generalize familiar properties of Noetherian rings; among them, permutability of regular sequences and a weakened version of Krull's intersection theorem. Section 4 examines several non-Noetherian rings for the Laskerian property. We display an array of non-Noetherian Laskerian rings of arbitrary finite dimension, and we classify some of the non-Noetherian Krull domains from the literature as Laskerian or nonLaskerian.
For the convenience of the reader, we recall some of the basic facts, from [ 3,4, 7,2 11 , on these classes of rings: If a module is Laskerian, or strongly Laskerian, or ZD, then so is any factor module, any finitely generated submodule, and any module of quotients with respect to a multiplicatively closed set in the ring (the last as a module over the corresponding ring of quotients). In particular, a ring with a faithful module of one of these types is a ring of that type. Finite direct sums of modules of one of these types are again of that type; so if a ring is of one of these types, then any finitely generated module over it is of that type. The radical P of a primary submodule N is a prime ideal in the ring (and N may be described as "Pprimary"). If a submodule N can be written as a finite intersection of primaries Q, n . . . n Q,, we can arrange an "irredundant primary decomposition": No Qi contains the intersection of the rest, and all radicals fi are distinct. In this case the radicals a are uniquely determined by N, as are the "isolated components" (cf. [3] ). Among the isolated components are the Qr's whose radicals are primes minimal over the ideal N : M of R.
Indeed, if P is minimal over N : M, then P = a, where Q = N, n M, and Q is one of the Q;s. The prime ideals fi arising from an irredundant decomposition of N are precisely the "associated" primes of M/N, in the Zariski-Samuel sense and the weak Bourbaki sense; i.e., they are the prime radicals of ideals N: x for x in M, and the primes minimal over the ideals N : x. (They may not be associated primes in the strong Bourbaki sense; i.e., they may not be ideals of the form N : x.) The union of the primes fi is Z,(M/N); so a Laskerian module is ZD.
All rings we consider are commutative with unity, and all modules and algebras are unitary. We use < for proper set containment.
RING EXTENSIONS
The Bourbaki exercise cited in the introduction gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a module to be Laskerian (see also [3, Chap. 4 , Exercises 17 and 181). These conditions have been rephrased in several ways, e.g., in [21] (1) R/(ann M) has Noetherian spectrum; and (2) for every proper submodule N of M, there is a prime ideal P minimal over N : M and an element r in R\P for which the submodule N : r is P-primary.
Proof: Suppose M is Laskerian. Since M is a faithful module over R/(ann M), the latter is a Laskerian ring and so has Noetherian spectrum. Suppose the submodule N has irredundant primary decomposition Q,f-? *** n Q,, and let P be minimal over N : M. Then one of the primaries, say, Q, , has radical P. Let r be an element in (\/iz;n ... r'l a)\P;
replace r, if necessary, by a power so that r E (Qz n ... n Q,) : M. Then N:r=Q,.
Conversely, suppose M satisfies (1) and (2), and let N be a submodule of M. Let P be a prime minimal over N : M and r E R\P so that N : r = Q, is P-primary. Then N= Q, n N,, where N, = N + rM, and since r E fl, fi properly contains fl Applying the process repeatedly yields two and then N=Q,n... nQk. 1 COROLLARY 2.2. A ring R is Laskerian tff it has Noetherian spectrum and for each proper ideal A there is a prime ideal P minimal over A and an element r E R/P such that A : r is P-primary. COROLLARY 2.3. If a ring R has Noetherian spectrum and every primary ideal in R whose radical is not maximal is finitely generated, then R is Laskerian.
Proof Let A be a proper ideal in R. If every prime ideal P minimal over A is maximal in R, then some power rk of any element r of the other maximals containing A but not in P will have the property that A : rk is Pprimary. Suppose some prime P minimal over A is not maximal, and set Q = AR,fT R. Since Q is P-primary, it is finitely generated, so there is an element r of R\P for which rQ c A. Then A : r = Q. m It would be interesting to know whether we could replace the phrase "every primary ideal in R whose radical is not maximal" in this corollary with the phrase "every nonmaximal prime ideal in R." Note that, to verify condition (2) of Proposition 2.1, we may factor out first the submodule N and then a finite sequence of annihilators of elements of R\P, and reach the conclusion that the zero submodule is P-primary. We use this fact in proving our first main theorem. THEOREM 2.4. A finite integral algebra over a Laskerian ring is itseva Laskerian ring.
Proof Let R be a Laskerian ring and T a finite integral algebra over R. Then T has Noetherian spectrum by [ 191. To verify (2) of Proposition 2.1, it sufftces to assume R G T and to consider a minimal prime Q in T which lies over a minimal prime P in R. Then Q is the radical of a finitely generated ideal B of T, which generates a nilpotent ideal in Ta; i.e., there is an element z of r\Q which annihilates a power of B. Factoring out the annihilator of z (in R and 7) makes Q the unique minimal prime in T and P the unique minimal prime in R.
Let P, )...) P, be the associated primes in R of the R-module T other than P, and pick bE(P,n... n P,)\p. Since, for any element t of T, the annihilator in R of the element f of T/(ann, b) is the annihilator of the element bt of T, any associated prime of the R-module T/(ann, b) is an associated prime of T. On the other hand, suppose that, in T, (0) = NnN,n *a* n N, where N and Ni are P-and Pi-primary R-submodules of T respectively, and replace b by a power so that bT G N, n . . . n N,. Then N = ann, b (so N is an ideal in T), and b is a nonzerodivisor on T/(ann, 6) in P, ,..., P,. So if we factor out the annihilator of b (in R and T), then P = Z,(T). Now if Q' is a prime in T consisting of zero-divisors, then Q' n R = P, so Q' has height zero, so Q' = Q. Hence the zero ideal in T is Q-primary. I
It follows that, if M is a finitely generated module over a finite integral extension T of a ring R, and if M is Laskerian as an R-module, then it is Laskerian as a T-module. Similar comments will apply with "strongly Laskerian"
and "ZD" in place of "Laskerian" after we prove the corresponding versions of Theorem 2.4 (Theorems 2.6 and 2.9). LEMMA 2.5. If every primary ideal in a ring R is strongly primary, then the same is true in any finitely generated algebra over R.
ProoJ: Since the property is preserved under passage to a factor ring, it suffices to consider the polynomial ring R(X]. Let Q be a P-primary ideal in R [Xl, and set P n R = P'. Then Q f'l R is P'-primary, so Q contains a power of P' [Xl. Thus it suffices to show that Q + P' [X] contains a power of P. We may localize at the complement of P' in R, since both Q and P' [X] survive; and then we may factor out P' [X] . This makes the coefficient ring a field, so the result is clear. I THEOREM 2.6. A finite integral algebra over a strongly Laskerian ring is itself strongly Laskerian.
The corresponding statement for ZD rings has proved surprisingly difficult, in view of the fact that a finite integral algebra over a ZD ring R is ZD as an R-module [ By Going-Up, for R, T, and A as in the lemma, if % denotes the set of primes in T which meet R in the primes maximal in Z,(T/A), then Z,(T/A) s U {Q : Q E 2'). But not all elements of 9 need consist of zerodivisors: Even a Noetherian ring R can have primes P, <P, with P, c Z,(R), and then one of the primes maximal in Z,(T), where T = R @ (R/P,), does not lie over P,. So we are led to an inductive process. To halt the induction, we shall need: is manic of degree tn. Then any sequence Q, ,..., Q, of primes in T for which Q,nR > .'. > Q,n R, but Qi & Qj for i > j, has at most m terms; i.e., n < m.
Proof Factor out Q, n R; then R is a domain. Let x be the image of X in T, x, ,..., x, be the (not necessarily distinct) roots off(X) in an algebraic closure of the quotient field of R, R' = R[xl,..., x,,,], T' = T 0, R', and tj=x-xjE T forj= l,..., m. Write QinR =Pi, and let Pi < ..a <P', be a chain of primes in R' such that Pin R = Pi. We claim that T has primes Qi lying over Qi in T and Pj in R'. (To see this, localize all rings at R\P, and then replace R, T, and R' with the fields R/P,, T/Qi, and RI/P:, respectively. Then the simple tensors t @ r' in T, for t and I' nonzero, are units and hence nonzero. So there is a prime in T' missing all such simple tensors.) Now Q{ is generated by Pi and one of the elements tj; say Q; = Pi P + tjiT'. Since the primes Qi are not related by inclusion, neither are the primes Qi, so the indices j, ,..., j, must be distinct elements of { l,..., m }. 1
Consider a ring T with an ideal A. Let 9 denote the set of primes in T maximal in Z,(T/A), and for each prime Q in T, let S, = r\U{PEY:PsQ} (=T'f 1 no element of 9 is a subset of Q, but this case will not arise in our application), and A, = {6 E T: sb E A for some s E S,} (the saturation of A with respect to the multiplicatively closed set 8,). Then Z,(T/Aa) E Z,(T/A) n T\S, c Q. Suppose 9 is a set of primes in T such that every element of 9 is a subset of an element of S (which we express by saying "9 covers 9"); then A = 0 {Ac: Q E -2) and so Z,(T/A)= U (Z,(T/A,):
Q E S}. We will use these facts for our next result. THEOREM 2.9. A finite integral algebra over a ZD ring is itself a ZD ring.
Proof
Let R be a ZD ring. It suffices to consider an R-algebra of the form T= R [Xl/(&Y)), where f(X) E R [X] is manic of degree m. In the notation of the last paragraph, assume, by way of contradiction, that .P is infinite. We shall define by induction nonempty subsets Y1, 9* ,... of 9 such that, for each P' in c9a+ i, there is an element P in Ya for which P' n R < P n R. Thus the existence of <Ym + I will contradict Lemma 2.8 and prove the theorem. (This is the only use of the special form of T.) Let -9, denote the (finite) set of primes in T which meet R in primes which are maximal in Z,(T/A). By Lemma 2.7, every prime maximal in Z,(T/A) is the contraction of a prime contained in Z,(T/A), and any such is clearly in 9. Thus if we set 9, = 9 n Yr , then every element in 9\9, meets R in a prime properly contained in P n R for some P E 3,. Also, Y, covers .Y by Going-Up, so IJ {P: P E S} 5 lJ {Q: Q E 2,). But the right side is a finite union of primes, while the left is not, so -2, @ 9.
Suppose we have defined nonempty finite sets 9,) -I, ,..., -2, of primes in T and have set CT = 9 n Zj for j = l,..., n so that the following properties hold for each j = l,..., n:
(1) $U ..a U ZJp 1 U Tj covers <9'; (Note that these properties do hold for j = n = 1.) By (1) or (2) with j = n, U(P:PE~P}~~{Q:QE.~U... U 9"-, U 9,}; but the right side is a finite union of primes while the left is not, so 9, e 9. Hence the set Z,, i of primes in T lying over primes in R which are maximal in U V,VP,): Q E -%\",I is a nonempty finite set. We verify (l)-- (5) QEZ,\Yn} E U{Q:QE91U~--U .Yfi} U U (Q': Q' E a,,,).
The last is a finite union of primes, so P is contained in one of them; so (1) holds. Moreover, if P 6? 9, U . -. U -P,, then P @ Q for all Q in 9, U . . . U Yn (for elements of 9 are not related by inclusion), so (2) holds.
For (3), suppose first that Q E %,,\Yn and P in 9 is a subset of Q. Since P ( Q, P n R is properly contained in the contraction to R of some element of ,Yn, and hence, by (4) with j < n, is properly contained in the contraction of some element of Cq for each j < n; so by (5) with j< n, P&.TU..* U $. Hence:
(6) If QE9,\9$, then (P:PE.Y, PsQ}C9\(9,U.a.
UYn).
Now the contraction P* to R of an element of -I,+ 1 is maximal in U LWPd Q E ~,\-%I, so P* E Z,(T/A,) for some Q in -2,\Yn. By Lemma 2.7, there is a prime Q* in T lying over P* (hence in Tn+,) and contained in Z,(T/A,). Suppose no P in 3 which is a subset of Q is contained in Q*; then Q* c Z,(T/Aa) c r\S, = iJ {P: P E 9, P E Q} 5 U {Q': Q' E a,,, ,\{Q*}} (the last inclusion by (2) and (6)), a contradiction since the elements of -2,+ 1 are not related by inclusion. Thus some P in .P which is a subset of Q is a subset of Q*. But since Q* c Z&T/A), this means Q* = P E 9". Since Q & Z,(T/A,) (for, Q & 9), we have Q* c Z,(T/A,)<Q,soP*=Q*nR<Qf-~R=PnRforsornePin9~(by(3) with j = n).
Finally, (4) and (5) for j = n + 1 are immediate from the definition of .2)n+*7 so the proof is complete. 1
We think it unlikely that a finite integral extension having one of these properties implies that the base ring has that property. But the properties do descend from an "ideally closed" extension. That is, suppose that T is an extension of a ring R such that, for every ideal A in R, ATn R = A. If T is Laskerian, strongly Laskerian, or ZD, then so is R. For Laskerian or strongly Laskerian, this is trivial. For ZD, consider an ideal A of R: If B is an ideal of T maximal with respect to meeting R in A, then Z,(R/A) = R n Z,( T/B).
Let R be a one-dimensional domain. Then the statements "R is a ZD ring," " R has Noetherian spectrum," and "R is Laskerian" are equivalent. If we denote by R(X, ,...,X,) the localization of the polynomial ring R IX, ,...> X,] in the indeterminates X ,,..., X, with respect to the multiplicatively closed set of polynomials with unit content, then we can add "R(X, ,..., X,) is a ZD ring" to our list of equivalent statements: Descent of ZD from T=R(X,,..., X,) to R follows from the last paragraph. For the converse, note first that the maximal ideals of T are the extensions of the maximal ideals in R, and that any nonzero ideal of T is contained in only finitely many maximals (by the Noetherian spectrum in R). So we may assume (R, M) is quasilocal. Let A be a nonzero ideal in T. If h4Tc Z,(T/A), then they are equal, and we are finished. Otherwise Z,(T/A)n R = (0). But then we may localize at the nonzero elements of R, and transfer the problem to a localization of a polynomial ring over the quotient field of R, where the result is clear.
It would be interesting to know whether the statement "R(X1 ,..., X,,) is Laskerian" is also equivalent. In Section 4 we will prove that, for a certain one-dimensional domain R, R(X, ,..., X,) is Laskerian (but not Noetherian). If we restrict the number of indeterminates to 1, we can widen the class of acceptable domains R : PROPOSITION 2.10. Let R be a one-dimensional domain with Noetherian spectrum and nonzero conductor from its integral closure, and let X be an indeterminate. Then R(X) is Laskerian.
Proof. As in the ZD case, we may assume (R,M) is quasilocal. By [ 191, R(X) has Noetherian spectrum, so let A be a nonzero ideal in R, and let P be a prime in R minimal over A. If P = MR(X), then A : 1 = A is Pprimary, so assume not. 
PROPERTIES OF LASKERIAN RINGS
The objective in studying Laskerian rings, as with several other types of rings, is to give wider scope to the useful properties of Noetherian rings. One such property is the Krull intersection theorem, which we can recast in the following form for Laskerian modules. Proof Suppose Q is a P-primary submodule of M contained in rM. Then rQ=Q, so Q=n~=p=,r"Q&n~=,r"M=(0). 1
In (71, Evans discussed the behavior of M-sequences in ZD rings. He showed that they must all have the same length, finite or infinite. If the ring is Laskerian, the Noetherian spectrum implies that the length of any Msequence is finite. And, as our next result shows, an M-sequence in the Jacobson radical is permutable: The extension of homological results to Laskerian rings seems rather hopeless, however, since they are so rarely coherent. Indeed, a strongly Laskerian coherent ring is Noetherian [20] . Another indication of the proximity of the Laskerian property to the Noetherian comes from [ 1, Theorem 4.31: A Laskerian ring in which the maximal ideals are finitely generated is Noetherian. Anderson points out that the following generalization of Krull's principal ideal theorem follows immediately. COROLLARY 3.5. If R is a Laskerian ring and P is a finitely generated prime in R minimal over an element, then P has height at most 1. COROLLARY 3.6. If a Laskerian ring has linearly ordered primes and its maximal ideal is finitely generated, then its dimension is at most 1.
Corollary 3.5 fails if we drop the hypothesis that P is finitely generated, as Example 4.2 shows. It would be interesting to know whether Corollary 3.6 also fails without the hypothesis of finite generation.
We close this section by noting some other consequences of the Laskerian property:
I. [ 111 A Laskerian ring R is Noetherian if for each prime ideal P of R the maximal ideal of the localization R, is finitely generated.
II. [ 111 A Laskerian G-domain (i.e., a Laskerian domain whose nonzero primes have nonzero intersection) has only finitely many primes.
III.
[ 131 If R is ZD (or Laskerian) and R, is Noetherian for every prime P in R, then R is Noetherian.
IV. [ 131 If R [X]
is ZD (or Laskerian), then R is Noetherian.
PARTICULAR RINGS
The most familiar Laskerian rings which are not Noetherian are valuation rings of rank 1. Those of greater rank are not Noetherian, so it is worthwhile to see that non-Noetherian Laskerian rings of dimension greater than 1 do occur. We provide examples of this type by generalizing Proposition 2.10 in a special context. To clarify the verification that the rings are Laskerian we prove the following (very special) result: LEMMA 4.1. Let R be a domain with Noetherian spectrum, S the complement of the union of the nonmaximal primes of R, and R' a Laskerian ring between R and R, whose conductor into R is not contained in any nonmaximal prime of R. Then R is Laskerian.
Proof: It suffices to verify (2) of Proposition 2.1, so let A be an ideal of R. If the only primes of R minimal over A are maximal, (2) follows easily (as in Corollary 2.3), so suppose P is a nonmaximal prime minimal over A. Set P' = PR, n R' and A' = AR'. Since R, is also a localization of R', P' is minimal over A'; so there is an element x of R'\P' for which A' : x is P'-primary. Let c be an element of the conductor of R' into R such that c & P.
Then it is easily checked that A : cx is P-primary. 1 Just as maximal ideals are not a problem in verifying (2) of Proposition 2.1, neither are the minimal primes in a Gull domain. That is, suppose R is a Krull domain, and let A be a nonzero ideal contained in a height one prime P. Pick a in A with minimum value in the essential valuation up with center P. Pick r in R so that Vc(r) = vo(a) for every height one prime Q # P for which uQ(a) > 0 and up(r) = 0. Then r & P and A : r is P-primary.
This shows that any two-dimensional Krull domain with Noetherian spectrum is Laskerian. (But there are two-dimensional Krull domains without Noetherian spectrum. See [8] or [5] .) It follows that the quasilocal, non-Noetherian, two-dimensional Krull domains constructed in [S, 6, 8, because no irreducible is taken to an associate of itself other than itself.) With a bit more arguing we can show: Thus Z,(R/A) = P U Z,(R/B). Since fi < fl, we can repeat the process with B in place of A; we will eventually reach an ideal C which is contained in no height one primes and for which Z,(R/A) is the union of Z,(R/C) and a finite set of height one primes. Since C is contained in only finitely many primes, the result follows. I Unfortunately, we cannot hope to pursue this theme much further. To be specific, consider a domain T of characteristic p which is the union of a tower of Noetherian rings R, for which R,, , is the result of ring-adjoining to R, the pth root of an element of R, which has no pth root in the quotient field of R,. (For instance, T could be k[G] where k is a field of characteristic p and G is an abelian group of finite torsion-free rank with a free subgroup F such that G/F is an infinite p-group. See [8] and [ 51.) Though the spectra of T and all the R,'s are isomorphic, the ZD property is often destroyed along with the Noetherian property in passing from the R,'s to T. To see this, we restrict our attention to one link in the chain and compile some information.
Consider a Noetherian domain R of characteristic p, and an extension R' = R [xl, where xp E R but x is not in the quotient field of R. Each prime P in R has at least one prime P' in R' lying over it; but for all y in P', y" E P' n R = P, so P' is unique in lying over P. (In fact, P' = F.) Thus:
(1) Spec R r Spec R'. Now let us fix a prime P in R and a P-primary ideal Q, and set P' =F.
We may localize at R/P. It is an easy consequence of the flatness of R' over R that QR' is P/-primary [ 12, Corollary 4.21. Suppose p' # PR'; then Xp -xp factors in R/P, i.e., there is an element r of R for which rP -xp E P. Set y =x -r; then R' = R [ y] and y E P'\PR'. Since y E P, flk E Q for some smallest k. From the fact that QR'=Q@Q~@.@QJ+-we get that (QR' +f"-'R') C-J R = Q. Since the intersection with R of a primary decomposition for QR' + fk-'R' gives a primary decomposition for Q, and the P-primary component must be Q, the P/-primary component Q' of QR' + fk-'R' must meet R in Q. Thus:
(2) If P' # PR', then there are (at least) two P'-primary ideals QR' and Q' which meet R in Q, and QR' < Q'. Now suppose A is an ideal of R with radical P and irredundant primary decomposition Qn Q, n ..e PI Q,. Then AR' has irredundant primary decomposition QR' n Q, R' n aa. n Q,R', so it is properly contained in Q'nQ,R'f-I.-. n Q,R'. Let M be a prime in R properly containing P distinct from a,..., a, and set M' = m. In R'IQR' there is an M'/QR'-primary ideal N'/QR' not containing Q'/QR'. Then since QR' G N'nQ'GQ', the ideal A'=N'nQ'nQ,R'n... nQ,R' meets R in A, but it has one more associated prime: (3) Suppose PR' #P'; then for any ideal A with radical P and any prime M in R properly containing P but not in Ass,(R/A) = {P, P, ,..., P,}, there is an ideal A' in R' which meets R in A and has AssRc(R'/A') = (P', P; )..., P; , M' } (where Pi = m).
Let us return to our complete tower {R,} with union T, and suppose T has a prime P which is not finitely generated and has infinitely many primes M "just above" P. Then P must have the property that (P n RJR,+ I # pnRn+ 1 for infinitely many n, and at each such stage we can add another M to the zero-divisors mod an ideal with radical P. In general it may be possible that the union of every infinite set of M's is the union of finitely many primes, some of them still larger than the M's; but our construction is general enough for our present purposes. (See [8] .) Then k[L X Z] is a three-dimensional UFD with Noetherian spectrum; and since it is a Hilbert ring, the height two prime generated by the elements of the form Xg -1 for g in L is an intersection of infinitely many maximals. By the discussion above, k[L x Z ] is not ZD. Similarly, the localization of k[L X Z X Z ] at its augmentation ideal (generated by the elements Xg -1 for g in L x ii! X Z) is a four-dimensional quasilocal UFD with Noetherian spectrum. It is not ZD because the height two prime generated by the elements Xg -1 for g in L is contained in an infinite family of height three primes; and the subfamily of such height three primes which do not contain a fixed element of the maximal ideal is still infinite.
Finally, it follows from Z at the end of Section 3 that Nagata's examples [ 181 of a non-Noetherian integral closure of a three-dimensional local domain and a non-Noetherian ring between a two-dimensional local domain and its integral closure are both non-Laskerian. 
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